PRESIDENT REVIEWS FORCES FROM ATLANTIC FLEET.

New York, May 18.—A disturbance, due to rain, from which "occasional showers" fell, did not appear to damage the interest of thousands of opera-goers, who watching and cheering on the way to an eye-catching solid state in front of them, along the whole line of the sailors' march.

President Wilson, who arrived at Washington on the Presidential yacht Mayflower shortly after midnight, reviewed the parade from the grand stand. It was easy to see from the President's demeanor that he was very proud of the great showings made by the staff for the event.

The picture shows the parade passing the reviewing stand. The heart is of the President as he was saluting the colors.

PLEADS CASE OF MARRIED WOMEN

Mrs. Thompson Tells Relations Body Many Wed to Escape Work.

ROCKEFELLER NOT HEARD Young Magistrate Will Be Witness Today. His Brother Does Not Believe There's Any Remedy.

The case of a married woman from Des Moines, Iowa, who claims to have been drugged and a 300-pounder of prisoner, is to be heard in the court today.

Mrs. Thompson, who has been charged with murder, will appear in court at 10 o'clock this morning. The state will ask for a week for the entry of the indictment.

HUNDREDS OF PUPILS IN PAGEANT OF PEACE

Cadet Corps Plays Conscious Part in Celebrations at Central High School.—Justice Siddens Addresses Classes at Western High.

Pentagons was observed to publicize the meeting of the schools, and a large audience was present. The speech, which was elaborated by Justice Siddens, was observed to be a part of the program.

LILLE FORCES ARE REBUILT

Prepping to Hold Present Line Before Driving Back.—Last Key to Position.

The news of the battle of the Nieuport forces, May 18, has been released by the German government. It is said that the forces are still in good shape and are ready to attack the British lines.

Germans Quit "SUB" WAR, PENDING ANSWER

The Germans are seriously considering the possibility of abandoning the submarine warfare. The first step in the direction of this decision is the recall of the German fleet from the Baltic Sea.

Germans Lose in Africa

Rear Admiral Dornier Heavy Bomber in Northwest African Campaign.

AMERICAN TRIED ON SPY CHARGE

Anton Kollersche Before English Court to Defend Life.

TOLD OF BRITISH FLEET

Letter in Invisible Ink to Germany Gave Ship's Positions and Date of Troop's Departure.

Humphrey, J. F., a loyal American, was told of the British fleet's movements in invisible ink. He was given the date of the departure and the position of the ships.

When You Are Offered

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING

Make sure that It Is Not An Offer of

NOTHING FOR SOMETHING

You Are Not Entitled to MORE Than Your Money's Worth. You Are Entitled to a Dollar's Worth for a Dollar and You Get It Here

Our $10 Suits for $10
Our $15 Suits for $15
Our $20 Suits for $20
Our $25 Suits for $25
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